NTU proudly provides a unique and truly international summer experience. Our educational programs encourage intellectual exploration of the highest academic quality—all while obtaining school credits.

These programs provide the opportunity to increase your intercultural competence and expand your network of international friends and connections.
We offer "Chinese Language and Culture" and "Chinese Translation and Culture" programs for students who are interested in this summer to study abroad in Taiwan.

**+C1**
Chinese Language & Culture
(4 weeks, 5 credits)
Session I: Jul 03 - Jul 28
Session II: Aug 01 - Aug 30
USD2,550~3,450

**+C2**
Chinese Translation & Culture
(6 weeks, 5 credits)
Jul 03 - Aug 11
USD2,750~3,650
1. Chinese Language & Culture

Our team of instructors will help you to learn Mandarin Chinese and become familiar with the local blend of East Asian cultures in this short period of time, within a supportive framework.

2. Exploring Taiwan

Our program offers a series of English-based lectures and field trips that allow you to explore specific environmental and sociocultural aspects of Taiwan.

3. Outdoor learning

Excursions give you a direct understanding of Taiwanese culture while One-day trips are organized outside of Taipei for an in-depth exploration of our diverse nation.

4. Student advisors

Each program offers a number of well-trained NTU students who can provide support for any problem you may encounter during your summer program.
1. **Solid training in Chinese-English translation**

This program has been designed for international students who are non-native speakers of Chinese and have advanced English and Chinese skills.

2. **Both theory and practice**

Practice courses include translation practicum and discussion sessions to develop students’ practical skills.

3. **Outdoor learning**

Excursions give you a direct understanding of Taiwanese culture while One-day trips are organized outside of Taipei for an in-depth exploration of our diverse nation.

4. **Student advisors**

Each program offers a number of well-trained NTU students who can provide support for any problem you may encounter during your summer program.